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ABSTRACT 

The true heat capacity of liquid bismuth was measured from within 

three tenths of a ,degree of :the melting point',.(544. 5°K) to .801. SOK 
\ ' 

by a method of mixtures using a liquid bismuth calorimeter, The 

results show a decreas~ in heat capacity with increasing temperature, 

This is in agreeni~ritwith'a trend which has been observed fOr the 
) . 

heat capacities of other liquid metals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A detailed knowledge of the heat capacity of liquid bismuth is of 

interest from an engineering as well as a scientific point of view. 

Liquid bismuth has been suggested as a possible reactor coolant 

either in elemental form or i~ a eutectic with lead(l); it also has 

been suggested as an alloy with uranium to produce a liquid 

(2) 
metal fuel . Scientifically, heat capacity offers a sensitive 

measure of change of li9uid metal stru,ctures; bismuth is of parti-

cular interest because of its non close -packed structure in the solid. 

state and its decrease of volume on melting. 

Previous measurements of the heat capacity of liquid bismuth 

differ considerably (see Fig. 12~. Carpenter and Harle (3)(1932) 

found the Cp decreased steadily to 644°K; Forster and TschentkeC4 
, 

(1940). obtained results about 80/0 higher with Cp decreasing to 

690 0 K, then increasing above that temperature. Person:(s) (1848) 

very early found an intermediate value, Cp =7.59, constant with T. 

Enthalpy measurements of Umino{6} (1926) led to a constapt Cp= 7.80; 
, , 

. . 

while those of W"tist~ Meuthen, ~nd Durrer (7)(1918) indicated Cp 

increased with T, from 71 to 8.76 at 1273°K. 

For most liquid metals Cp is tabulated as constant with 

temperature(8). The reason for this is that most measurements are 

of enthalpy contents and are not accurate enough to show a trend of 

Cp with temperature. In the relatively few cases where precise 
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measurements / exist, Cp has been found to decrease with temperature. 

For mercury, potassium, and sodium, the decrease continues toa 
.. ' 

minimum value ,at a temperature somewhat higher than twice the 

melting point; above this temperature, the heat capacities increase. 

For most metals the measurements have not been made at sufficiently 

high te~peratures to indicate if this behavior is generally found. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

The bismuth was obtained from Consolidated Mining and Smelting'; 
'r'" 
; 

Company. and was reported to be 99.99990/0 ;pure. Spec.trogragl,=lic 

showed only a single impurity; a trace of iron. 

Methods 

The liquid tin solution calorimeter, described elsewhere! ~ ) ,as 

modified by Heffan(lOL was used for the measurements. Into a 

large quantity of liquid bismuth ,is dropped a sma1l am~unt of solid 

bismuth; the temperature drop is measured. From the heat required 
, 
\ :" 

to melt the solid, and raise it to the temperature of the liquid, 

the Cp of bismuth and the container is determined. 

The crucible was made of 36. 66 g of sheet molybdenum, and 

contained tantalum baffles weighing 7. 07 g and a copper-constantan 

'thermocouple. The baffles were arranged to protect the thermocouple 
, ' 

from stray currents of liquid metal which had, been coole9 by the 
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pellets. About 600 g of bismuth we,re melt~dinto th~crucible und,er 

an inert argon atmosphere. The crucible and co.nt~nts were supported 

on three sharp refractorY points in the calorimet~r, su:r:-rounqeq 

by a large copper block.; The atmosphere was evacuated and the, 
. ,'", . ' 

crucible and block were raised to the measurement tempe,rature, T. 

The temperature of the block was maintained constant closer t.h~n 

O. 001°K by a resistance thermometer-Wheatl;;tone bridge arrangement. 

After 24 hours, when temperature,stabilitywas achieved, a pellet 
, I' ., ''''. . • 

of solid bismuth weighing about 300 mgwas dropped from room 
, \ 

;.. :;.,' , 

, • temperature into the liquid. Temperature difference between 

crucible and block were read to O. 001 OK at intervals of 15 seconds' 

to 1 minute, and a temperature -time curve constructed. 

In less than a minute the samplerea~hed a minimum temperature, 

), a fraction of a degree lower than T. After this, the samplereturned 

to the original temperature, fQllowingNewton' s law for the rate 

of exchange ofene:rgy between two radiating surfaces at nearly the: 

same temperature. From the heat exchange constant, determined 

from this stage, the temperature drop may be corrected for heat 

received from the copper block druing the fall in temperatur:e. 

The heat capacity of crucible and contents is, of course, . tl1eheat 

required to heat the pellet divided by the' corrected drop of temperature. 

From the heat capacity so determined were subtracted the heat 

capacities of the molybdenum, tantalum, and the thermocouple 
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materials, (about 10% of the to'tal measured) to give the heat capacity 

of the liquid bismuth sample, The results are shown in Table 1, 

From smoothing these values, the values of Table '2 were calculated, 

The, efIthalpy content of bismuth at the melting point (4200 call g-atom) 

and the heat capacities of the crucible materials were taken from 

the literature,( 11) 

TABLE 1 

Experimentally Determihed Heat Capacity Data for)Liquid Bismuth 

\ C'p Cp 
/Run No, T oK , cal/deg, g-atom Run No. T, oK cal/deg, g-atom 

I 21 801.7 6,69 8 577.4 7.13 [ 'i , 
: 

i 
! 20 801.8 6.72 7 577,4 7,13 
, 
, 19 755.2 6.83 2 558.5 7.22 

18 c 755.3 6.76 1 558,5 7.21 
, 

'-

17 698.1 6.79 11 545,9 7,32 

-

16 698.1 6.8'6 10 546.6 7.29 

12 545,4 7.28 

6 653.4 6.92 13 51 5. 4 7.33 . 

5 653.4 6.92 9 546.6 7.30 
_I.' 

4 606.3 7.03 15 544.8 1 7.34 

3 606.8 6.9.2 14 545,2 7.27 

..... j, ,. 
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TABLE 2 ." 

Selected Data·for Liquid Bismuth 

Cp HT - H298 
T oK cal/dell. Il-atom call g~atom 

. '. 

544. 5(M. P. ) - - -- 4200 

550 7.27 4240 

600 7.04 4597 

650 6.93 4946 
" 

;l, 

700 6.85 5290 

750 6.78 5631 
.. 

800 6.72 5969 

Results from this andprevio,us m~asurem,ents are shown in Figure·1. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The data show a smooth decrease in the Cp of liquid Bi, agreeing 

fairly well with those of C~rpenter an? Harle/ 3
) and extending them 

to higher temperatures. Oth~r workers found much higher values. 
, ,: ' " ~," 

. According to a pOPul~r 'theory of th~ liquid state 112
, 13), the liquid 

near the melting point consists of aggregates of atoms which are jqined 

together in ea~h aggregate to form~ l~.ttice similar to that in the . 

solid .. As the temperature is increased, these aggregates are gradually 

broken up, absorbing heat anq . .1ead.ing to anomalously highCp values. 

This anomaly should grow less importa.nt as the temperature rises, 
. . '. ' . .', • r "; :. . . 

finally disappearing altogether sothe Cp shouldfirst decrease, ,then 
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resume ,a no;r-mallyincreasing value with temperature. 

Numerous X-ray and electron diffraction patterns have been 

iriterpret~d, on this basis, however, the results are not con'vinCing( 14) . 
. ~ . , 

It would seem, also, that if these aggregates exist, they should 

break up onlya few degrees above the meltingpoiht, giving a 

much larger anomaly spreading over a limited number of degrees; 

not the grady,al effect found. 

Mor:e in accord with the Cp curve is the theory of Kincaid and 

\ Eyring (15), who consider the chemical bonding grad~ally changes 

to that in a monatomic gas; Cp trending towar:d 5R/2 at high 

temperatures. More recently Chapman (16) set forth a statistical 

mechanical theory leading to a similar reslllt. 

A few metals, notably, Na, K" and Hg, reach a minimum Cp 
, , 

at about 2. 3T .; the present measurements on Bi have riot been 
, \ m, 

carried high enough to test this. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The Cp of liquidBi steadily decreases for more than 250 oK 

above the' melting point. 
\ 

(2) The theory that liquids consist of fragme'nts df the solid crystal 

which break up with increasing temperature does not explain this. 
, ' .' , 
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